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Tug-of-War in Motor Protein Ensembles Revealed with a Programmable DNA Origami Scaffold

N. D. Derr, B. S. Goodman, R. Jungmann, A. E. Leschziner, W. M. Shih, S. L. Reck-Peterson

Cytoplasmic dynein and kinesin-1 are microtubule-based motors with opposite polarity that transport a wide variety of cargo in eukaryotic cells. Many cellular cargos demonstrate bidirectional movement due to the presence of ensembles of dynein and kinesin, but are ultimately sorted with spatial and temporal precision. To investigate the mechanisms that coordinate motor ensemble behavior, we built a programmable synthetic cargo using three-dimensional DNA origami to which varying numbers of DNA oligonucleotide-linked motors could be attached, allowing for control of motor type, number, spacing, and orientation in vitro. In ensembles of one to seven identical-polarity motors, motor number had minimal affect on directional velocity, whereas ensembles of opposite-polarity motors engaged in a tug-of-war resolvable by disengaging one motor species.

To dissect the biophysical mechanisms of motor-driven cargo transport, we designed a programmable, synthetic cargo using three-dimensional DNA origami (8, 9) (also see supplementary materials and methods). The cargo consisted of a 12-helix bundle with 6 inner and 6 outer helices (Fig. 1A and fig. S1) (10). We refer to this structure as a “chassis,” akin to an automobile chassis that serves as a skeletal frame for the attachment of additional components. The origami chassis was made by rapidly heating and slowly cooling an 8064-nucleotide, single-strand DNA (ssDNA) “scaffold” in the presence of 273 short, ssDNA “staples” (fig. S1A and tables S1 to S3), which hybridize with discontinuous regions of the scaffold to fold it into a desired shape. Selective inclusion of staples with extra “handle” sequences that project out from the chassis provide site- and sequence-specific attachment points for motors, fluorophores, or other chemical moieties (Fig. 1B).
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Next, we purified well-characterized model dynein and kinesin motors and covalently linked them to DNA oligonucleotide “antihandles” complementary to the handle sequences on the chassis. We used a minimal dimeric Saccharomyces cerevisiae dynein (11, 12) and a minimal dimeric human kinesin-1 (13), both of which contained a SNAP-tag at their cargo-binding domain for oligonucleotide antihandle attachment.

We next assessed motor-chassis complex assembly. Gel-shift assays of the dynein chassis indicated an ~80% probability for individual dynein occupancy at each motor site on the chassis (Fig. 1C and fig. S2A). Due to kinesin’s small size relative to dynein, similar assays with the kinesin chassis did not allow individual occupancy numbers to be resolved (fig. S2B). When the kinesin antihandle was used with dynein, however, we again observed ~80% occupancy, indicating no handle-sequence-specific effects on motor-chassis linking (fig. S2, C and D). Super-resolution fluorescence imaging with the use of DNA-PAINT (14) revealed that submaximal handle incorporation into the folded chassis was probably responsible for incomplete motor occupancy (fig. S3), in agreement with previous reports (15, 16). Negative-stain transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of fully assembled chassis structures showed dynein motors occupying sites on the chassis at the programmed locations (Fig. 1D).

We quantified the motile properties of dynein alone or dynein ensembles on the chassis with one, two, four, or seven motor-attachment sites (1D, 2D, 4D, and 7D, respectively) on microtubules at the single-molecule level using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2A). The average velocity of a single dynein was similar to that of the 1D and 2D ensembles, whereas 4D and 7D ensembles moved slightly slower (Fig. 2B and fig. S4A). The characteristic run length (total distance moved) and time (total duration of the run) of the dynein ensembles increased with the number of motor sites for the 1D, 2D, and 4D ensembles (Fig. 2, C and D, and fig. S4, B and C). The 4D and 7D ensembles were significantly different (one-tailed t test, P < 0.001; N ≥ 211 runs). In higher ionic concentration (1 M), the 4D and 7D ensemble velocities were significantly different (one-tailed t test, P < 0.001; N ≥ 208). (C) Quantification of run lengths ± SE (error bars) of dynein and dynein-chassis complexes (N ≥ 208). (D) Quantification of total run times ± SE (error bars) of dynein and dynein-chassis complexes (N ≥ 208). (E) Kymographs of tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)–labeled kinesin alone and a TAMRA-labeled chassis with 1, 2, or 4 dyneins. Plus (+) and minus (−) denote microtubule polarity. Scale bars: 1 min (x axis), 5 μm (y axis). (B) Quantification of average segment velocities ± SD (error bars) of dynein and dynein-chassis complexes. The 4D and 7D ensembles moved significantly slower than dynein alone or the 1D or 2D ensembles (one-tailed t test, P < 0.001; N ≥ 208). (C) Quantification of run lengths ± SE (error bars) of dynein and dynein-chassis complexes.
Fig. 3. Chassis attached to dynein and kinesin frequently engage in a stalled tug-of-war. (A) Kymographs of a TAMRA-labeled chassis attached to dynein only (leftmost panel), kinesin only (rightmost panel), or varying ratios of dynein and kinesin motors (middle panels). Plus (+) and minus (–) denote microtubule polarity. Scale bars: 1 min (x axis), 5 μm (y axis). (B) Quantification of the fraction of events for each chassis observed as defined by their dynein–to–kinesin-handle ratio. Chassis were immobile, moving toward the minus end, or moving toward the plus end (W ≥ 221) (table S6). The x axis of dynein-to-kinesin ratios is a logarithmic scale, and linear-log fits highlight the trends observed. (C) Quantification of the fraction of events ± SE (error bars) observed to be immobile, moving toward the minus end, or moving toward the plus end for mixed ensembles containing two dyneins and five kinesins (N ≥ 352). The dyneins were either wild type (D) or a highly processive mutant (d').

Fig. 4. Disengagement of one motor species resolves the stalled tug-of-war. (A) Schematic of a mixed-motor chassis with dynein attached via photocleavable handles (purple circles). Photocleavage is induced by 405-nm laser pulses (inset). (B) Kymograph of the 2D:5K* (green) and the 2D:*5K (red) chassis. The purple lightning bolt indicates the start of laser pulses. Plus (+) and minus (–) denote microtubule polarity. Scale bars: 1 min (x axis), 10 μm (y axis). (C) Chassis classification scheme for data presented in (D). Before (prestate) and after (postevent) laser photocleavage, the chassis were characterized as immobile, minus-end–directed, or plus-end–directed. Possible post-events also included dissociation from the microtubule. (D) Quantification of the postphotocleavage event motility of the 2D:*5K (top) and the 2D:5K* (bottom) chassis as a function of their prestates (N ≥ 286). Each individual postevent fraction was calculated relative to the number of events within that given prestate. Error bars indicate 5D.
to bind differing ratios of active and inactive motors (table S6) moved with reduced velocity (fig. S7), demonstrating that intermotor negative interference decreases cargo velocity.

We next investigated the motility of the chassis linked to mixed ensembles of opposite-polarity motors. We quantified the motility of the chassis as a function of the dynein-to-kinesin (DK) ratio (table S6). All mixed-motor ensembles moved unidirectionally (fig. 3A) with no reversals detected at a precision of ~10 nm. With the exception of the 1D:6K chassis, all ensembles were more likely to move toward the minus end of the microtubules (Fig. 3B). Mixed-motor ensembles were relatively insensitive to increasing the number of kinesin motors compared with increasing the number of dynein motors, which could be due to kinesin ensembles operating predominantly through the actions of fewer motors at any given time (24).

Based on the stall forces of dynein [~5 pN (25)] and kinesin [~7 pN (26)], we expected that kinesin plus-end runs would have been more dominant. In contrast, our results suggest that stall force was not the only parameter governing the behavior of opposite-polarity motor ensembles (27). Other parameters, such as microtubule affinity, detachment force, and velocity-dependent on-rates, could also be relevant (20–22, 28–31). Mixed-motor ensembles moved more slowly and for longer periods of time than did equivalent single-motor-type ensembles (fig. S8, A and B), with the magnitude of this effect being more pronounced in the plus-end direction. Notably, mixed ensembles of dynein and kinesin were more likely to be immobile than identical-motor ensembles, suggesting that opposite-polarity motors engage in a tug-of-war that prevents cargo movement (Fig. 3B).

Based on the longer run lengths and times of yeast dynein compared with human kinesin, we hypothesized that dynein runs dominated in mixed-motor ensembles due to dynein’s higher microtubule affinity. To test this, we purified a mutant dynein with a higher processivity and affinity for microtubules (denoted d^2) (17) and paired it with kinesin. The 2d^2:5K ensemble was even more likely to move in the dynein direction and had fewer immobile chassis structures compared with the 2D:5K ensemble containing wild-type (WT) dynein (Fig. 3C). These results suggest that track affinity is a key motor property governing opposite-polarity motor ensemble motility. Mixed ensembles containing the high-affinity dynein mutant also produced slower plus-end runs and longer run times in both directions compared with the equivalent WT system (fig. S8, C and D).

We wanted to determine if mixed-motor ensembles were nonmotile due to a stalled tug-of-war. To regulate motor attachment to the chassis, we introduced photoactivatable linkers in selected handles such that illumination with a 405-nm laser released one motor type from the chassis (Fig. 4A). We designed two modified chassis: (i) 2D:5K*, with photoactivatable (*) kinesins, and (ii) 2D*:5K, with photoactivatable dyneins. We monitored the motile properties of these chassis structures before and after laser-induced photoactivation (Fig. 4B). Cleavage was rapid (fig. S9); within seconds of photoactivating motors of one type, immobile chassis moved in the direction of the remaining motors (Fig. 4B). We classified the state of each chassis before and after photoactivation (Fig. 4C) and found that the majority of stalled tug-of-war events were resolved into active motility (Fig. 4D), indicating that disengagement of one motor type can resolve tug-of-war events between dynein and kinesin. Though we also observed rare events in which ensembles switched directions after photoactivation, we more commonly observed that chassis would dissociate when moving in the direction of the cleaved motor (fig. S10).

Using DNA origami, we built a versatile, synthetic cargo system that allowed us to determine the motile behavior of microtubule-based motor ensembles. In ensembles of identical-polarity motors, the motor number had a minimal effect on directional velocity, whereas ensembles of opposite-polarity motors engaged in a tug-of-war resolvable by disengaging one motor species. Yeast dynein’s high microtubule affinity allowed it to dominate in mixed ensembles, whereas the ratio of dynein to kinesin dictated cargo directionality, supporting experiments performed in vivo or in cell-free lysates (32–34). The reduction in velocity reported here for opposite-polarity motor ensembles also agrees with in vivo reports of dynein and kinesin tag-of-war (32, 35). The high probability with which mixed ensembles of active dynein and kinesin motors were immobile suggested that, for this motor pair, efficient bidirectional transport requires extrinsic regulation (36). Motors with comparable microtubule affinities and binding kinetics, such as those that coevolved in the same biological system, may produce bidirectional transport characteristics similar to those observed in vivo (6, 37, 38). The system we built provides a powerful platform to investigate the motile properties of any combination of identical- or opposite-polarity motors and could also be used to investigate the role of motor regulation.
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